Recipe Evaluation Project

You are an acquisitions editor for the YumYum Publishing Company. Every day, the company receives hundreds of cookbook proposals from aspiring cookbook authors. Your job as an acquisitions editor is to decide which of the recipes should be published in a cookbook.

Your task: Work with a partner-editor to evaluate these sample recipes. Use the Recipe Evaluation Criteria to rate the recipes. Only recipes with a score of 8, 9, or 10 can be published by YumYum Publishing Company. Use sticky notes to record the rating score and suggestions for the recipe author to improve the recipe. Be prepared to share your ratings and publication decision with the rest of the “publishing company.”

**Recipe Evaluation Criteria:**

- Title
- Headings
- Introduction to the recipe
- Ingredients List
- Materials List
- Detailed steps listed as a procedure
- How much the recipe makes/serves
- How long the recipe takes
- Photos or illustrations
- Tips, notes, or safety suggestions

**Sample Sticky Note**

Rating (out of 10) ______/10

Approved for Publication
OR Approved Pending Revisions
OR Rejected for Publication

Feedback for the author: